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Short Description

SHARK Blades

Caution! If you think you know everything about cooling fans, get ready to be surprised! This fan is different,
very different. It’s a triple attack approach to a silent and cooler system.

Description

SHARK Blades

Caution! If you think you know everything about cooling fans, get ready to be surprised! This fan is different,
very different. It’s a triple attack approach to a silent and cooler system.

First: wind noise? Not here! 
The special 3D curved design with striped air guides steers the airflow straight through the fan blades, thus
preventing air turbulence - the main cause of wind noise. Even after many hours of use, the fan remains
silent due to the end of the guides having special ‘shark’ teeth to reduce both drag and dust build-up. This
shark can bite, so chose one of the several different brightly colored air guides to confirm that it’s running
(since you won’t hear it…) in order to protect your fingers while working inside your computer.

Second: Vibration noise eliminated. 
The SHARK Blades are equipped with a fluid bearing for long life and ultra-smooth operation. Fluid bearings
are used in many high-performance hard disk designs and are popular for their smooth operation and long
lifespan. The fan blades are precision balanced to avoid vibrations.

Third: Controlled power. 
With its 120 mm diameter, optimized airflow and powerful, yet silent motor, there is plenty of cool air
available for your system. The SHARK Blades are powered directly from the power supply, using the included
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adapter plug or a 3-pin socket for a temperature controlled run.

Features

Unique 3D frame design for optimal air flow
Special air-stabilizing fan blade design
Fluid Dynamic Sleeve Bearing
Cable with textile sheathing
Universal connection cable (50 cm with 3-pin plug)
PSU adapter cable included (3-pin > 4-pin PSU) 
Available color versions: black/yellow, black/red, black/blue and black/green

Specifications

Air flow: 56 m³/h

Air flow range: 50 - 99 m³/h

Dimensions: 120 x 120 x 25mm

Frame Color: Black

Input: 1,2 W

LED: Not available

Manufacturer: Sharkoon

Power connector: 3Pin Molex, 4Pin Molex

Pressure: 2,63 mm H2O

RPM signal transmission: Yes

Rated speed: 1000 rpm

Rated speed range: 1000 - 1450 rpm

Rotor color: gelb

Size: 120mm

Start volatge: 7,0 V

Voltage rated: 12V DC
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Volume: 19 dB(A)

Volume range: 10 - 19,9 dB(A)

Additional Information

SKU 1011644

Weight 0.7500

Color Blue

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Connection 3-Pin

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 1000

Fan CFM 56

Fan Noise (dB) 19

Vendor SKU/EAN 4044951013883


